need no words to make it self-evident, but the processes through which this is effected are by no means clear. They enter into the realms of mysterious influences that operate to evolve life from the minutest atom to the fullydeveloped animal; from the unorganized protoplasm to the almost God-like mentality of man. Till we can define what the correlation of forces really means, till we can fathom the mysterious border-land, which no microscope has ever penetrated, we must grope in profound darkness. Here observation ends and theory begins, and yet, behind this theory, in the illimitable void, lies the true home of the forces, which aggregated, create life and life-forms whereever we find them. The most powerful forces are the intangible. We call the fall of bodies to the earth the force of gravitation. We recognize the fact that the universe is held in position by a power invisible and incomprehensible 
